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Abstract and Plan of Paper
The Stomachion is the least understood of Archimedes' works. This paper provides
a reconstruction of its goal and structure. The nature of the evidence, including
new readings from the Archimedes Palimpsest, is discussed in detail. Based on this
evidence, it is argued that the Stomachion was a treatise of geometrical combinatorics. This new interpretation is made possible thanks to recent studies showing the
existence of sophisticated combinatorial research in antiquity. The key to the new
interpretation, in this case, is the observation that Archimedes might have focussed
not on the possibility of creating many different figures by different arrangements
of the pieces but on the way in which the same overall figure is obtained by many
different arrangements of the pieces.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 1 introduces the Stomachion. Section 2 discusses the ancient testimonies and the Arabic fragment, while Section 3
translates and discusses the Gr~ek fragment. Section 4 sums up the mathematical
reconstruction offered in this paper, while Section 5 points at the possible intellectual background to the work. Appendix A contains a transcription of the Greek
fragment, appendix B an English translation with redrawn diagrams, appendix C a
reproduction of the digitally enhanced images of the pages of the palimpsest containing remains of the Stomachion.

I

The Puzzle

The Stomachion is something of a poor relation. Take for instance Dijksterhuis' book
[1987]:1 it goes through all the works extant in the main Greek manuscript tradition,
providing for each a detailed analysis. The only exception is the Stomachion, which
Dijksterhuis consigns to the 'Miscellaneous'-together with works known through
testimony or Arabic translation alone. His four pages of commentary are devoted
IThe Stomachion is commented on at pp. 408-412.
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more to the nature of the evidence than to the treatise itself (true, the nature
of the evidence is especially complicated in this case, as we shall see below). As
to the contents, Dijksterhuis expresses caution growing into frustration: "it [scil.
the traditional name loculus Archimedius] may indicate that he studied the game
from a mathematical point of view [... ] he calls it necessary to discuss some of
the properties of the so-called Stomachion [... ] In the Greek fragment, however,
we do not find much about this investigation". His conclusion, following upon a
discussion of the Arabic fragment, is that it "can no longer be ascertained whether
this result was the object aimed at or whether it played a part (and if so, what
part) in the investigation as originally announced". 2 In short, Dijksterhuis-in his
typical sobriety of judgment-offers us no indication of what the work, in his view,
was· about.
Knorr's detailed bibliography [1987] of studies of Archimedes since Dijksterhuis'
original pub.1ication in 1938, contains a single entry related to the Stomachion, which
has to do with an additional ancient testimony-not to Archimedes himself, but to
the game he was studying [Rose 1956]. Only a handful of studies of the Stomachion
have been published before or since, none of them going much beyond a summary
of the interpretation in Heiberg. 3
The Stomachion was such a poor relation already back in 1907, when the great
Danish philologist J.L. Heiberg published in Hermes his article presenting the sensational find, in Istambul, of a new Archimedes manuscript, the Palimpsest [Heiberg
1907]. Heiberg devoted almost all that article to a preliminary transcription of the
Methodus, which is of course a work of the greatest importance in the history of mathematics (and none of its text known at all prior to the discovery of the Palimpsest).
Heiberg merely mentioned in passing that another text was also read in the same
manuscript for the first time-the Stomachion. Heiberg's few comments there were
. dedicated more to the title of the work than to its contents [Ibidem: 240-241]. He
postponed the edition of this small fragment to his major edition from 1915, and
whatever scholarly interest could have been concentrated on the Stomachion was
drowned in the wave of research into the M ethodus.
Of course, Heiberg's neglect, as that of later scholarship, was the result of there
being so little for us to study. The fragment of the Stomachion preserved in the
Palimpsest occupies less than a single page, and contains no more than the introductory passage followed by a little over a single, small, theorem. This was the
Stomachion's original misfortune already in the thirteenth century: so little of it was
2[Dijksterhuis 1987], quotations from pp. 410 and 412, respectively.
3[Minonzio 2000] is mainly a commented collection of data about the Latin sources mentioning the
game. The paper shows that some traditional ascriptions of the Latin sources concerning the game
are untenable, but the mathematical commentary adds little that is persuasive. The translation of
the Arabic fragment (made by 1. Garofalo) is valuable and better than Suter's.
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used by the maker of the Palimpsest. One would like to know how much longer the
treatise was originally. Now, in the original Archimedes manuscript the Stomachion
was the last in the sequence of the works (at least as far as extant parts go). The
single extant page of the Stomachion constituted, almost certainly, the fifth page
in an original quire, so that the work probably should have had at least three more
pages. More can be said. We may compare this-the end of the original Archimedes
book-to its beginning, where the first in the sequence of the works is De planorum
aequilibriis. Remarkably, only the very end of De planorum aequilibriis is preserved,
in a little over two pages from the beginning of a quire. The work surely began much
earlier, and so it seems that the entire first quire of the original Archimedes book
was discarded by the maker of the Palimpsest. Note, however, that the same maker
has used at least some part of all the following quires as far as the quire containing
the Stomachion page. There was a special decision, then, to discard the first quire. 4
Symmetrically, it appears quite possible that the maker has discarded the entire last
quire of the Archimedes book. Both omissions, of first and final quire, are easy to
understand (we shall see that, for the very same reason, the Stomachion is very
difficult to read today). The extremities of books are the first to decay. It then
follows that the Stomachion could have had as many as nearly twelve pages (though
of course another small work could have intervened to end the original sequence, or
not all of the last quire was used). This may be compared with a little under twenty
six pages used by the First Book of De sphaera et cylindro (a long work, some 160
pages of Greek and translation in Heiberg's edition) or the eight pages used by the
Second Book of De sphaera et cylindro (a short work, some 60 pages in Heiberg).
In short, it is likely that the Stomachion was a respectable-sized work, of as many
as some 90 pages in Heiberg, and that we have less than ten percent of it extant in
Greek.

II

Pieces for the Solution: Before the Palimpsest

Several sources-all later than Archimedes himself-refer to a game called the 'Stomachion' ('the Belly-Teaser': attested in Archimedes' Greek fragment and some readings of Magnus Felix Ennodius 5 and Decimus Magnus Ausonius 6 ) or the 'Ostomachion' ('the Bone-Battler', other readings of Ennodius and Ausonius), perhaps even
'Suntemachion' ('the Slice-Fitter', perhaps to be read in the Arabic fragment of

4 And

actually the first quire only, since the dimensions of De planorum aequilibriis exactly fit the

missing pages.
5Magnus Felix Ennodius (474-521 A.D.), Carmina 11.133, title (Hartel).
6Decimus Magnus Ausonius (IV century A.D.), Cento Nuptialis, p. 147.39-56 (Green).
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Archimedes, see below).7 The consistency across time and space is remarkable:
from at least as early as Archimedes himself, through Lucretius,S and down to the
sixth century (date of Ennodius', latest datable testimony), Mediterranean children
played a kind of tangram or 'Chinese Puzzle'. This was rigidly defined by a set of 14
pieces,9 ideally made of ivory (Ennodius, Asmonius, Cresius Bassus), that could be
fitted to form either a square (implied by the Arabic fragment of Archimedes, stated
in Lucretius and Cresius Bassus), or alternatively-and much more prominently in
our literary sources-the figures could be fitted to form many fantastic shapes so
as to suit the player's imagination (Ausonius, Asmonius, Cresius Bassus, who all
repeat what must be a topos: the Stomachion as a metaphor for the way in which
many prosodic combinations are possible from the same building-blocks). In the
first case of forming a square, this was a game of patience and spatial intuition; in
the second case of forming many fantastic figures, this was a game of creativity. This
distinction would be crucial below, to our understanding of the game as studied by
Archimedes.
The impression made by the ancient testimonies is that the game, in antiquity,
was meant for young children. Perhaps Archimedes' treatise is the work of a young
father.
Moving from the game to the treatise itself, we have two extant fragments. One
is in the Archimedes Palimpsest, and will be discussed in the next section.
The other is preserved inside Arabic mathematical collections where a brief kitiib,
'treatise', is explicitly said (by a 17th century scribe?) to be by Archimedes [Suter
1899]. The title provided is 'on the division of the stmiisyiin 10 figure into fourteen
7Heiberg and Dijksterhuis worry about the variant spelling in various sources, trying to establish
the 'correct' one, but it is in the nature of such objects of popular culture to go through variant
spellings and etymologies. 'Stomachion' is the spelling used in the Greek fragment by Archimedes
himself and shall be used here.
8 De

rerum natura 11.776-787, see [Rose 1956].

9The number 14 is implied by the Arabic fragment of Archimedes, as well as Ausonius and the late
grammarians lElius Festus Asmonius (IV century A.D.-Aftonius was thought to be his name for a
long time until the manuscripts containing his works were better investigated) and Cresius Bassus
(I century A.D.). The last two can be found in Grammatici Latini VI, pp. 100-101 and 271-272
(Keil), respectively. These two authors refer to the game as loculus Archimedius, 'Archimedean
box'. The traditional ascriptions to Marius Victorinus and Atilius Fortunatianus were proved to be
wrong long since; scholarship after Heiberg has nonetheless insisted on sticking to the traditional
names. See the discussion in [Minonzio 2000, part II].
10 Semitic

writings, of course, under-determine many of the vowels. Suter suggested to read this

as Greek crUVTEf.l<XXWV, 'Piece-Fitter', which Heiberg doubts, preferring to see in the Arabic title a
simple rendition of crl:O!-l<XXwv: but notice that Classical Arabic avoided as a rule such consonant
clusters as /st/ at a syllable's onset.
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figures in relation to it'. The text is less a treatise and more a single proposition.
It offers an explicit division of a square into 14 parts.l1 This explicit division is
combined throughout with a calculation of the fraction each of the parts of the
square is of the whole. 12 It is useful to note immediately the resulting fractions:
1/16, 1/48, 1/6, 1/24, 1/24, 1/12, 1/12, 1/24, 1/48, 1/24, (1/2)(1/6)+(1/2)(1/8),
1/12, 1/12, 1/12. The text explicitly asserts that the goal is to show that all parts
stand in a rational ratio to the square, but one should note immediately how trivial
the result is: clearly, this could not be the original goal of the discussion.
In fact, one is struck by the (i) great ease, (ii) redundancy and (iii) poor expression
of the result ascribed to Archimedes. (i) As for great ease: there is hardly any
geometrical argumentation at all in the treatise, and the reported values follow
directly from the construction, all based on repeated applications of Elementa VI. 1. 13
(ii) As for redundancy, it is crucial to see that there is no need to calculate explicitly
the fractions of the parts so as to show that they stand in a rational ratio to the
square. All parts result from the successive bisection or trisection of lines that serve
as bases of parallelograms or triangles; that such bisections or trisection of lines
automatically result in bisections of the respective parallelograms or triangles is
the claim of Elementa VLl. But once this is taken for granted, one can show in
general that such a process of division is bound to result in rational ratios (each
division always creates either half or a third of the original), and it would have
been much mOJe elegant simply to prove the general rationality in this direct way.
(iii) As for poor expression, note that the fractions, with one exception, have a
property much stronger than 'rationality': they stand to the square not merely in
the ratio of a number to a number, but in the ratio of one to a number-they are all
(with one exception, that of the single pentagon) unit-fractions. Had Archimedes
wished to characterize the metrical property of the parts, this would have been a
more informative characterization (in Greek, they would each have been a tJ-EpO<; of
the whole). In short, it is implausible that the goal of the proposition-if indeed
one should apply to it the standards of achievement one normally associates with
llNote that Heiberg's figure for the Arabic proposition (bottom of [Archimedes 1910-15, 2:421];
see also p. 80 below) contains an error: the line DC is falsely joined, creating a square with 15
instead of 14 pieces. (This error is not in Suter's original publication, and of course it does clash
with the explicit construction). It should be clarified immediately: the identity of the figure as a
square is not certain, nor is Suter's edition in any sense final. This adds a fundamental dimension
of uncertainty to any specific reconstruction of Archimedes' solution: the point will be discussed
again below, following the quotation and discussion of the Greek fragments.
12Speaking of fractions in the context of ancient Greek mathematics is at best misleading, but for
our present purposes the sloppiness will do no harm.
13The content of this basic Euclidean tool is that triangles and parallelograms that are under the
same height are to each other as their bases.
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Archimedes-was merely to show the rational ratio of the parts to the square. 14
Then again, as soon as we assume that the proposition derives from Archimedes,
we must assume that it is merely an excerpt from Archimedes' work-for the simple
reason that the Greek fragment does not overlap with it at all. If so, we may easily
assume that the excerptor, taking the proposition out of its original context, would
also have to supply the proposition with a new goal. After all, it would no longer
serve the original funct~on it had had in its original context. We are therefore allowed
to assume that the goal of the proposition preserved in the Arabic was, originally, not
that of showing the rationality of the .parts, but instead had a function in a more
global context (this possibility, as we recall, was raised already by Dijksterhuis).
What that may be, we may see from the Greek fragment itself.

III

The Stomachion in the Palimpsest

It is the most crucial piece of evidence. We are considering a single page from the
Archimedes Palimpsest-in fact, once again, a very complex and composite object.
To understand the grounds for the new readings, this complexity must be explained.
We start with a piece of parchment owned by an anonymous collector and
presently at the Walters Art Museum at Baltimore. This is a sorry sight. The
page is torn in two at around the line where it was bent so as to form two pages177 and 172-in a prayer-book. Its top half, or page 177-for much of the last
century, the last page of that book _15 is especially severely damaged by mold that
ate into the parchment and destroyed considerable parts of it. The bottom half, or
page 172, fared only a little better. All of this damage happened during the 20th
century, probably at the hands of the family that sold the book in 1998.
Indeed almost nothing can now be read with the naked eye. As explained in a
previous publication [Netz, Saito, and Tchernetska 2001-2002], readings from the
Palimpsest now ·crucially depend on digital image processing, provided by a team
led by Roger Easton, Keith Knox and Bill Christens-Barry. In this particular part
of the manuscript, however, the problem is exacerbated as a significant part of the
original parchment is now lost so that· no digital imaging can be of help. Here
comes in yet another element in the composite object that we now study. Heiberg,
it turns out, did not produce his transcription only from naked-eye inspection. As
he explained himself in his publications, he commissioned a set of photographs of
the manuscript. It seems that through the twentieth century hardly anyone paid
l~The above considerations were not mentioned by Heiberg, who in fact claims quite casually of

this proposition 'sine dubio ultima opusculi propositio'(!) [Archimedes 1910-15, 2:420].
15The manuscript used to have further pages, 178-185, lost and then replaced by a paper quire
perhaps during the 16th century, and then finally detached from the book at some stage of the 20 th
century; see [Netz 2001].
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any attention to Heiberg's mention of the existence of those photographs and that
those who did assumed they were lost. Following the rediscovery of the Archimedes
Palimpsest, these photographs were traced at the Royal Library in Copenhagen
(where they are catalogued among the collection of photographs, and not inside
Heiberg's Nachlass: this is probably why they were never consulted during the
twentieth century). These are excellent images, excellently preserved. Taken in
1906, they are today, in many places-especially in such badly damaged areas as in
parts of the Stomachion page-better than the manuscript itself. If only we could
peer behind Heiberg's shoulder and illume an ultra-violet bulb! This we cannot do;
but we can capture the photographs digitally, enlarge them and present them to the
eye in ways much more effective than Heiberg could have had. The only unfortunate
thing is that "Heiberg did not produce a complete set of such photographs. 16 About
two thirds of the text by Archimedes is covered as a whole. For the Stomachion, we
have three of the four sides required for a complete set: 172 recto and verso, as well
as 177 verso, but unfortunately not 177 recto. This however has mainly the ending
of the previous treatise-the Dimensio circuli-and only the very beginning of the
Stomachion itself. We thus are at the mercy of mold when it comes to the title of
the treatise which, in fact, would be very important to read properly and may never
be.17
Based on this evidence, a tentative transcription of the Stomachion fragment can
be produced, here reported as appendix A. Here is the tentative translation of the
introduction to the work, based on that tentative transcription: 18
As the so-called Stomachion has a variegated theoria of the transposition of the figures
from which it is set up, I deemed it necessary: first, to set out in my investigation

I6The photographs in the collection are numbered and appear to form a complete sequence. They
were presented to the library by Heiberg himself, in 1916, immediately following upon the publication of his edition. So we probably have all the images Heiberg ever had: 65 in all (some are of a
prayer-book 'opening', i.e. two half-sides of an Archimedes page, while others are of a single side
of the prayer-book, i.e. a single half-side of an Archimedes page).
I7For places where the Palimpsest is no longer legible, and for which there is no photograph from

1906, but which were read with apparent confidence by Heiberg, it is natural to take Heiberg'S
transcription itself as our source. However, experience elsewhere in the Palimpsest shows that even
where Heiberg prints no dots beneath his characters, they may be mistaken. Hence such readings
are inherently uncertain.
IBn is quite sure that the title of the work is not simply 'APXIMH..6.0YI: I;TOMAXION' as read
by Heiberg. The characters 'APXIMH..6.0YI: I:TOMA' are legible enough, and then the next
line of title ends with 'ON', but then a symmetrical arrangement of the title requires considerably
more characters than just 'XI' in the middle: is the title perhaps APXIMH..6.0YI: I:TOMA/XIOY
IIPnTON, 'Archimedes' Stomachion, First <book>'?
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of the magnitude of the whole figure each of the <figures> to which it is divided, by
which <number> it is measured; and further also, which are <the> angles, taken by
combinations and added together; <all of the above> said for the sake of finding out the
fitting-together of the arising figures, whether the resulting sides in the figures are on a
line or whether they are slightly short of that <but so as to be> unnoticed by sight. For
such considerations as these are intellectually challenging;19 and, if it is a little short of
<being on a line> while being unnoticed by vision, the <figures> that are composed
are not for that reason to be rejected. 20
So then, there is not a small multitude of figures made of them, because of it being
possible to rotate them (?)21 into another place of an equal and equiangular figure,
transposed to hold another position; and again also with two figures, taken together,
being equal and similar to a single figure, and two figures taken together being equal and
similar to two figures taken together-<then>, out of the transposition, many figures
are put together. So then, we write first a small theorem pointing to this <end>.

Let us concentrate first of all on the beginning of the second paragraph. Heiberg
has the following Greek [Heiberg, 1910-15, 2:416]:
'~<Jn flE:V oOv g~ CX:tJ'tWV oux OALYWV crXTJflchwv I ....... 0 .. Ola 1:0 ..... v .. 1:0Y dVCX:l I de;;

En:pov 1:6nov 1"00 tcrou xcx:t l.crOIYWVLOU crX&:flCX:1:0e;; flE1:CX:1"~8E!-;tE ... I xcx:t

he .....

~cx:fl~&:VOV1"~e;;.

Which he translates:
Fieri igitur potest, ut inde non paucae figurae <componantur>, quia <licet> aliam
part em in aliulIl locum figurae aequalis et aequiangulae transponere aliamque substituere.

And comments 'Quid haec sibi velint, satis obscurum est' [Ibidem, 2: 417].
Why was this passage obscure to Heiberg? He did not read the crucial word-the
subject of the sentence-nA~8o<; (177v. col. 1,1.1) He thus read ~qn in the sense of 'it
is possible', and derived the main thrust of the sentence as reminding us that there
is a variety in the figures compos able by the Stomachion, as each figure may be
transferred to some other position. This is probably related to one further obstacle
to Heiberg's interpretation.
19 An anachronistic rendering of philotechna, '<worthy of> the love of the art'.
20The meaning of this last sentence is clear, and the Greek is more or less correct, but still it is
likely that there is textual corruption here-as so often elsewhere in this text-and that the original
made for smoother reading.
21The translation of a single, crucial word is difficult, as the word is both difficult to read and,
likely, corrupt.
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Heiberg has read carefully the ancient testimonies to the game and was mindful
of the ancient topos of the Stomachion as a symbol of variety, displayed by the
many possible fantastic figures it may compose. It appears that the mention of 'it
is possible to ... ' in Archimedes immediately pointed Heiberg to that ancient topos,
and so his mind was ready to interpret the passage as referring to the well-known
fact that by moving pieces around, different shapes could be formed-a soldier or an
elephant. And indeed this is what Archimedes talks about, moving figures around
from one position to another. So much Heiberg understood.
And yet this reading is not even a genuine possibility. In short, if the text
refers to there being many fantastic figures, then the mathematical comment about
transposability is silly: why not just say that there are many figures because there are
many ways of arranging the pieces? But this is worse: the claim of transposability, if
referring to the creation of varying shapes, is in one sense misleading, in that there
is a continuum of different shapes, in another vacuous, in that the only possible
congruence relevant to the creation of varying shapes is self-congruence of the same
piece before and after its transposition (and this is both trivial and silly).
Most important, however, the claim of self-congruence is simply not the claim
made here by Archimedes. Let us review the crucial words:
... (i) it being possible to rotate them into another place of an equal and equiangular figure, transposed to hold another position; and again also (ii) with two figures,
taken together, being equal and similar to a single figure, (iii) and two figures taken
together being equal and similar to two figures taken together ...
The precise relationship between (i), on the one hand, and (ii) and (iii), on the
other hand, is not certain, but it is beyond doubt that all three are contributing
factors to the fact that there are many figures.
The second case (ii) must be a reference to the exchange of one figure with a (congruent) figure-combination. Analogously, (iii) is naturally read as referring to the
case where there are two figure-combinations, each composed, differently, of different constituents, yet, taken in combination, giving rise to congruence. (Otherwise,
indeed, the case simply collapses to case (i) repeated twice). And with this reading
established for (ii) and (iii), case (i) as well is now provided with a clear meaning, as
referring to the congruence of a figure with another figure or with itself, rotated. The
text goes through the ways by which different figure-combinations can be congruent
with each other.22 Now, such an exchange of two separate congruent combinations,
by necessity, does not give rise to a new overall shape. To the contrary, it must
preserve overall shape. Thus the object of the discussion must be not the creation
of many fantastic figures, but the possibility of many different arrangements with

22It

is likely that Archimedes is merely suggestive in this passage, leaving out the clause that there

can be more complex patterns as well with any number of constituents. This is in line with Greek
treatment of generality elsewhere: it is hinted, rather than asserted (see [Netz 1999, Chapter 6]).
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the same overall shape.
One must also remember Archimedes' introductions elsewhere.
Many of
Archimedes' works contain a brief introduction. Those introductions are characterized by strict mathematical sobriety: Archimedes concentrates fully on describing
the mathematical nature of the theorems he is about to discuss. It is therefore much
preferable to find a relevant mathematical meaning to the passage.
And of course: the game was never understood only in terms of a game of creativity, allowing the construction of many different figures. It was also a game of
taking disparate figures and forming them into a square, which is indeed the only
context by which the game is mentioned in our earliest testimony, that of Lucretius.
And once .this is considered, then Archimedes' point becomes immediately obvious:
there are many ways of arranging the square, precisely because some combinations
short of the square itself can be transposed with others.
Clearly, for such transpositions to take place, the transposed pieces must be at
least equal (that is, of equal area) and equiangular. 23 The result of that is a new
figure, in the sense of a new arrangement of lines within the square. 24 And notice
23The two conditions together are necessary but not sufficient for congruence, at least for figures with
more than three sides. Archimedes shifts in the preface from this (uncorrect) characterization of
congruence to the (correct) one, in terms of "equal and similar" figures (Elementa VI.14 entails that
the two notions do not coincide; for an early occurrence of "equal and equiangular" see Aristotle,

Metaphysica I 3, 1054b2). It is difficult to figure the reasons of such a shift (and of the original slip
too; but notice that "equiangular" occurs only when Archimedes refers to one-to-one exchanges of
figures, and with the particular geometrical configuration of the Stomachion this can be made with
triangles only). To say "equal and similar" of two figures is the standard way in Greek mathematics
to assert that they are congruent (cfr. Elementa XI.def.l0 and XI.31 and 33; for the occurrences
in Archimedes see [Archimedes 1910-15, 3:362]. efr. also Timaeus 55A).
24It might be argued that two separate divisions of a square into constituents do not form different
figures at all, since in both cases the 'figure', in a sense, is a square. It is true that Greek mathematical terminology is ill-equipped to describe the nature of such different subdivisions, but calling
them

crX~!1C:C("Cl

is in fact natural: bear in mind, for instance, that

('let there be the same

crX~!1Cl',

crX~!lCl

could refer to a diagram

e.g. Aristarchus, De magnitudinibus et distantiis solis et lunae, prop.

14), or specifically to a type of diagram made of a parallelogram with a network of parallel lines
passing within it (constructed with the formulaic expression' and let the crX~!la be completed', e.g.

Elementa 11.7,8).

crX~!1a

in those two senses is fundamentally a network of lines, which two separate

subdivisions certainly are. While he is not directly comparable to Archimedes, it is useful to have
in mind Lucretius. He mentions the game so as to argue that: had the sea (for instance) been
composed of many atoms each possessing a different color, the result would have been a variegated
mosaic of colors and not a single-colored sea (which, according to Lucretius, is what we in fact see).
So in the game: we see not the figure of the square alone, but the many different figures composing
it, II. 780-781: 'in quadrato cernimus esse dissimilis formas' (the reference however is not to the dif-
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finally that the burden of the paragraph is on the word 1CA~8o<;: there is, specifically,
nota small multitude of such figures.
This then throws further light on the preceding paragraph. Archimedes points
out there that two studies are required in order to complete the theory in question:
first, the number by which each part is measured from the whole (i.e., for each part,
the fraction it occupies of the whole is calculated); second, the angles resulting from
the combinations of parts. This is obviously required so that we may decide which
combinations of parts could be substituted for each. 25 Now, such a reading is conjectural at a crucial point: while the reference to measuring the angles resulting from
the combination of the parts is certain, the reference to measuring the fractions of
each of the parts is not. But this reading makes very simple mathematical sense; it
is required by the repeated reference to 'equal and similar' later on in the introduction; its mathematical gist is nearly forced by the very meaningful characters tlsys8
(177r. col. 2, 1.7), necessarily a reference to magnitude, that is to some metrical
measure on the parts; and finally, this reading can then very naturally be taken to
be a reference to what survives as the Arabic fragment. This, then, provides us with
a clear grasp of the mathematical structure of the Stomachion: it is the study of
the transpositions allowed on the square of the game, for which one requires both
a measurement of each piece as a fraction of the square as a whole, and a study of
the angles formed by the combinations of parts; with the thrust of the study being
the 1CA~8o<; of the resulting figures.
It is useful to explain in some detail how the study could have proceeded. Recall
the results of the calculation arrived at by the fragment in Arabic. The parts are,
ferent arrangements but the different constituent pieces). But, Lucretius notes a difference between
colors and shapes. Colors cannot be different at different levels of description, but shapes can. So
the figure, though composed of many different shapes, is also square, by Lucretius' terminology, 'on
the outside', 784-785: 'nil officiunt obstantque figurae dissimiles quo quadratum minus omne sit
extra'. In this special context, Lucretius needs to express the notion that a figure has an internal
structure, yet 'on the outside' it is a square. Now, it would be. rash to suggest that Archimedes
and Lucretius represent a similar terminological regime; rather, it is to be insisted here that there
is no easy way for them to proceed terminologically, in that they both want to say that an internal

division of a shape represents, itself, a different

axfiflC( or a combination of many formae.

25This should be qualified: the study mentioned in the first paragraph is-as is appropriatemore general than that of the second paragraph. The study of the angles which pieces make in
combination is necessary not only for the study of whether two separate pieces are congruent, but
is also required for judging whether a certain figure is at all composable: that is, whether certain

pieces can be fitted together to make a certain shape. This gives rise to constraints on angles, in
particular that the angles fitted together around a point should add up to four right angles. This
perhaps may be Archimedes' point about angles taken together by combinations and added (we
owe this observation to Stephen Menn).
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as fractions of the whole, 1/16, 1/48, 1/6, 1/24, 1/24, 1/12, 1/12, 1/24, 1/48, 1/24,
(1/2)(1/6)+(1/2)(1/8), 1/12, 1/12, 1/12. As explained above, these are all, technically speaking, unit-fractions, and the one exception-(1/2) (1/6)+(1/2) (1/8)while not a canonical unit-fraction representation of that fraction (which would
have involved no product of unit-fractions), is still using unit-fractions only.26 Now,
Greeks were used to calculating by unit-fractions (more below on the historical significance of this fact). We are not, and so it is easier for us to visualize the fractions
by considering them as multiples of the common measure. This is 1/48, which provides us now with the following list of multiples: 3, 1, 8, 2, 2, 4, 4, 2, 1, 2, 7, 4, 4,
4. Remember that, for two chunks to be substitutable, a necessary condition is that
they will be equal, and we may now see how the calculation of fractions is directly of
help: the combination of the multiples 3 and 1 of 1/48, for instance, may in principle
be substitutable with the multiple 4 of the same fraction; or the combination of the
four multiples of 2 may in principle be substitutable with two multiples of 4, etc.
This provides an upper bound to the number of configurations. The calculations run
as follows. Consider first the exchange of single pieces. There are five 4s, four 2s,
two Is. The overall number of possible one-to-one permutations is thus 5!4!2!,27 and
this is the number of different configurations as well. Many-to-many permutations
are simply repeated applications of many-to-one permutations, so that it suffices to
consider the latter. It is enough to write the several decompositions of any number
in the sequence above as a sum of lesser integers in the same sequence. There are
few decompositions, and some of them can be ruled out as repeated applications of
decompositions of even lesser integers (thus, 7=4+2+1 is made up of 7=4+3 combined with 3=2+1). The independent decompositions are 2=1+1; 3=2+1; 4=2+2
and 4=3+1; 7=4+3; 8=7+1. Each of them gives rise to 2 configurations (before
and after the permutation; which ones among the Is, the 2s or the 4s are chosen
is immaterial, since permutations of them have already been taken into account).
The contribution of the many-to-one permutations to the number of configurations
is thus 26. The final result is 5!4!2!2 6=368640.
This, of course, is only a necessary condition. A further condition is that of
equiangularity. To see how this is considered, let us follow the first 'small theorem'

26 Jens

H0yrup [1990] has studied the problem of the expression of unit-fractions in mathematical

texts. Among other things, he recalls the "peculiarities of the Arabic vocabulary. Unit fractions
from 1/2 to 1/10 possess a particular name of their own while those with larger denominators require
a full phrase [... ] unless [they] can be composed from unit fractions with smaller denominators"
[Ibidem: 297]. For this reason, preference was accorded by Arabic writers to expressions as the
above, that appear unnecessarily contrived to our eyes. If so, it is likely that the form of the Arabic
text is a minimal rewriting of the original sum, that would therefore have been (1/12)+(1/16).
27 Of

course, factorials are only a convenient shorthand.
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in the Stomachion. 28
For let there be a right-angled parallelogram29 zr and let EZ be bisected by the <point>
K and let rK, BE be joined from r, E; <it is> to be proved <that> rB is greater than
BH.
Let rK, BZ be produced and meet at .6.., and let rz joined. Since EK is equal to KZ
and rE, that is BZ, to Z.6.., so that rz is greater than Z.6.., therefore <the> angle, too,
<contained> by Z.6..r is greater than the <angle contained> by Zr.6... But the <angles
contained> by HB.6.., BrZ are equal; for either is half a right <angle>. Therefore
the <angle contained> by rHB is greater, too-for the <angle contained> by rHB
is equal to the interior and opposite <angles contained> by HB.6.., H.6..B-than the
<angle contained> by HrB, so that rB is greater than BH; therefore if rH is bisected
at X, the <angle contained> by rXB shall be obtuse, for, since rx is equal to XH,
and XB is common, the two are equal to the two; and the base rB is greater than BH:
therefore the angle, too, is greater than the angle. Therefore the <angle contained>
by rXB is obtuse, while the adjacent <angle> is acute; and the <angle contained>
by rBH <is> half a right <angle> the parallelogram being set <as> equiangular; and
the <angle contained> by BXH is acute; and again, neither are the remaining <sides?
angles?> rBH equal and this is set up and divided by the attached part <scilicet by
this arrangement only?>.

This is in a sense disappointing, as the proposition explicitly sets up as its goal
not the relationship between angles, but that between sides-rB being greater than
BH. However it is clear that the progression of the theorem is very informal and
that it is not so much focussed on a single goal, as it is dedicated to elucidating a
series of inequalities residing in a configuration, perhaps leading to the conclusion
that a certain combination gives rise to a scalene triangle which therefore cannot be
rotated to be arranged in more than one form (this might be the upshot of the last
two steps). The central result concerns, indeed, angles-the inequality of the two
28The figure (see Appendix A, p. 92) is drawn directly from the manuscript where, pace Heiberg,
it is accurately drawn (with the single omission-a common scribal error-of the letter B; unless
it is there, hidden by mold!). Heiberg was misled by his assumption that ancient diagrams should
be correct in their metrical properties. Once the more schematic conventions of representation
are understood, one looks for bisections at points that are not a bisection-and finds them! It is
remarkable that, with the correct figure retrieved, one can find its traces in Heiberg's photograph
as well.
29What Archimedes refers to here as a 'right-angled parallelogram' (or a rectangle) must in fact be a
square .. This is comparable to the way in which, in M ethodus 14, the text speaks of a parallelogramalone-when in fact a rectangle must be assumed. It is not clear how to account for such lapses of
usage.
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angles next to the point X. The same configuration can be traced in several ways
in the figure of the Arabic fragment, e.g. we may find that the line AD is greater
than the line AQ,3o from which follow many angle inequalities, e.g. any of the angles
FQC, EQG, ALZ, TLF are greater than the angles CGE, CEG, AZB, ZBE, DZG.
The fruitfulness of this small proposition in terms of the investigation of angles is
therefore apparent. 31
Z

A

D

o
)f-------\

B

H

E

N

G

Fig. 1. The diagram of the Arabic proposition.

Apparently, the relevance of such calculations of angles to the fitting together (or
its impossibility) of parts was immediately shown by Archimedes. Here is the small
fragment we have of the following proposition:
. .. made (7) a right-angled, double sided. .. ... ,AB, having r A double of rB, having
the diameter <AB>, having the thickness (7) not (7) ...
on this 7. .. fitting-together 7...
... (it is/it is not) possible to fit together along lines, with the sections having an order.
And let r A be bisected at E, and let EZ be drawn through E parallel to Br. So rz,
ZA are squares. Let diameters be drawn r..6., BE, E..6., and let rH, E..6. be bisected at e,
X, and let Be, XZ be joined, and let KA, X3 be drawn through X, K, parallel to B..6..
Therefore through the set-out theorem, the angle at e of the triangle Ber is obtuse,
whereas it is obvious that the remainder is acute. It is obvious that ??7 is greater ...

Here the Greek fragment breaks off. Little survives of this final extant proposition, yet its goal is clear: by applying the result obtained above, and by introducing
30 Superpose

Arabic A on Greek B, Arabic D on Greek r. Extend Arabic DE in both directions to

obtain Greek r..6.. But see below on other possible interpretations of the Arabic figure.
31 If

we take the Arabic figure and extend it so as to double it sideways, with AD=2AB, then the

triangle rBH of the proposition above can be directly equated with the Arabic triangle ALB. This
makes such,a transformation on the Arabic figure very attractive; see below.
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a new construction showing a detail of the geometrical configuration of the game, we
can also show that for certain combinations it is (or, more likely, it isn't) 'possible
to fit along lines, with the sections having an order'. We therefore get already into
the actual business of checking the possibility of fitting-together (perhaps not yet
that of transposition).32
The emerging structure of the Stomachion appears to be somewhat loose (though
of course a broader picture would have clarified the structure). It is certainly a little
surprising to see that, even though Archimedes has presented the requirements in
terms of a calculation of fractions, followed by a study of angles, we start away with
a study of angles and not, as implied, with the metrical calculation itself. Indeed,
without a previous explicit geometrical setting up of the square of the Stomachion,
32Here an excursus on the nature of the relationship between Greek and Arabic figures-and their
possible consequences for the nature of the puzzle itself-is called for. It will be noted that the Greek
figures agree better, not with the Arabic figure itself, but rather with the Arabic figure stretched to
form a rectangle so that AD=2AB (and then Arabic AD coincides with Greek rA (second Greek
figure), etc.). It would obviously be preferable to have a unified interpretation of the Greek and
Arabic treatments; indeed, the text of the final Greek fragment reads as if Archimedes was about
to accoUIit, directly, for the congruence of pieces of the game. And so one possibility is to correct
the Arabic text. In fact there is very little there to show the figure is a square. The geometrical
operations assume a rectangle (the text repeatedly refers to parallelograms, and we have to assume
these are rectangles since lines drawn perpendicularly to a side are taken to be parallel to the other
side). Everything is based on properties of parallelism which are invariant under any stretching of
the figure along either of its sides. The only indication that this is a square comes from the beginning
of the text [Suter 1899: 496]: nakhuttu shaklan dhii arba'ati a¢lii'in mutawiiziyatin 'alay-hi ABGD

wa yakunu AD min-hu mithla AB, 'we draw a figure whose four sides are parallel, on which are
ABGD, of which AD is equal to AB'. With inserting something such as the word ithniini we can get
the translation 'we draw a figure whose four sides are parallel, on which are ABGD of which AD is
equal to twice AB', certainly not an impossible emendation, from which the identity of the Arabic
and the Greek figure neatly results. (In point of fact, it can be seen that Suter's edition does not
meet contemporary standards; worst of all, he consulted only two of the four manuscripts known
to him: 'Da der Text gar keine Schwierigkeiten bietet, so habe ich auf eine Kollation mit den Mss.
zu Oxford und London Verzichtet' [sic] [Suter 1899: 493]). Of course, the mention of quadmtum
in our Latin sources, as well as the desire to have an elegant puzzle, all suggest a square rather
than a rectangle. However, there is nothing stopping the construction being defined for a double
square, while the puzzle itself is to construct a square. But having said all the above, it should be
seen that, when the Arabic figure is extended to agree with the Greek figures, it does not coincide
exactly with either of them: both figures have extra lines that do not represent real divisions of the
game (in the first Greek figure, this is rz; in the second Greek figure, this is at least one of the
mysterious lines KA, X2). Here we take the stance of referring to the divisions of the Arabic figure
(possibly stretched to a double square) as the divisions of the Stomachion.
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the strategic significance of this small proposition cannot be grasped at all. However,
all of this is well within what we may expect from an Archimedean style. It has been
argued in Netz (forthcoming) that Archimedes may often, deliberately, obscure his
path for obtaining the main result. The first Book of De sphaera et cylindro is a
case in point. There, having set out explicitly his main goal-measurement of the
volume and surface of the sphere and its sectors-Archimedes moves on, without
explanation of the strategic function of the following pieces of the sequence, to discuss various general proportion inequalities, or equalities and inequalities holding
within cones and cylinders, or indeed some quite irrelevant (so it appears) relations
obtaining within equilateral polygons; and then, at a stroke, he reveals to us how
all those disparate results may be combined to achieve the final result. 33 It appears
quite likely that the Stomachion had an analogous structure: following upon the
explicit setting out of the goal at the beginning of the treatise (extant in Greek),
Archimedes then moved on to a series of disparate geometrical observations on various geometrical configurations, showing various equalities and inequalities holding
especially with angles (only the very beginning is extant in Greek). Following upon
that, he then offered the explicit construction and measurement of the fractions
of each of the parts (extant in Arabic). And at this point, the various disparate
geometrical investigations gained a clear, coherent meaning, as they now obviously
mapped onto the square of the game-allowing Archimedes to combine all his results
so as to proceed to the main goal of the treatise (no longer extant in any form: see
below for this strange pattern of survival).

IV

Putting the Pieces Together: the Stomachion and
Ancient Combinatorics

The simple meaning of Archimedes' words seems clear enough: the main goal of the
treatise must have been to investigate what are possible ways of constructing the
square.
Let us survey the possibilities for the goal of the treatise as a whole, given the
above interpretation.
1. The most minimal interpretation is that Archimedes merely pointed out the
possibility of certain arrangements, without claiming that they exhaust the set
of all possiblities.
2. A stronger interpretation has Archimedes not only listing possible arrangements, but also claiming, even implicitly, to have surveyed them all.
3. Finally, Archimedes could also round up the discussion by explicitly calculating
33Such a deductive pattern makes the work of excerptors from Archimedes' treatises easy and
rewarding (dr. the existence of an Arabic Book of Lemmas ascribed to Archimedes).
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the number of the possible arrangements as found by the study.
All three interpretations are consistent with Archimedes' words in the introduction, but with interpretation (1) one should wonder why there is any treatise at
all.
The difference between interpretations (2) and (3) is more subtle and we must
admit that we can not decide with any certainty between the two. We can say that
of the two, interpretation (3) makes Archimedes study 'quantitative combinatorics';
while, with interpretation (2), he is engaged in a kind of 'qualitative combinatorics'the last term sounding almost paradoxical to our ears. But perhaps this was a
possible avenue for Archimedes. It may be that, for him, actually providing us
with a number is less significant than simply going through a set of geometrical
possibilities. 34 It is more likely in fact that Archimedes did provide an explicit
count in the Stomachion itself. If the number of possible arrangements is finite,
and it was exhaustively studied in Archimedes' treatise, then it becomes a very
natural question to pose, what that number is. Archimedes' foregrounding of the
word 1tA~eOt; as, in some sense, the subject of the investigation, does suggest that
the treatise aimed at some numerical value.
The treatise, in short, belongs to what we understand as combinatorics: it studies
the number of possible ways by which a square may be formed out of 14 given figures.
If this is the natural reading, why was the text not read this way? Partly because
it was not read very often, partly because it was not read as fully as it is presently
done. But this is not the main consideration and, looking back, Heiberg's text itself
seems suggestive enough of a combinatoric interpretation. The main stumbling
block preventing an appreciation of the Stomachion as a combinatoric work lies
elsewhere: until very recently, the widespread assumption was that there was no
Greek combinatorics.
A series of very recent publications has dramatically changed this position so that
ascribing a combinatoric treatise to Archimedes now seems like a genuine possibility.
The fundamental evidence is that, in a couple of passages, Plutarch reports a calculation by Hipparchus (the great mathematician and especially astronomer of the
second century B.C.), determining of the number of conjunctions Stoic logic allows
with ten assertibles, without negation (103049) or with it (310954).35 Two mathematical publications have shown that the numbers carry very precise combinatoric

.

34 A

close parallel can be set with the study of semi-regular solids, as shall be explained in the next

section.
35See Plutarch, De Stoicorum repugnantiis 1047c-E and Quaestiones convivales viii 9, 732F. The
manuscripts of the Quaestiones convivales carry the figure 101049; this is corrected from the parallel
passage in the text of De Stoicorum repugnantiis. The second figure is given in Plutarch's manuscript
as 310952; this was emended by [Habsieger et al. 1998].
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meaning;36 subsequently the philosophical and mathematical context in which Hipparchus' text could indeed have developed the result as a calculation of the problem
implied by Chrysippus' statement has been worked out in detail [Acerbi 2003]. The
existence of sophisticated Greek combinatorics is therefore no longer in question. 37
But if Hipparchus has produced a study in combinatorics, then the most natural
assumption is that he and other informed readers would have considered his work
as, in part, a response to Archimedes. Of course, there could have been other
combinatoric works to react to; but Archimedes would certainly be the person to
react to. This may be reflected here by the curious feature of Hipparchus' calculation:
his choice to offer not a single calculation, but two.
What we know of Hipparchus' work is as follows. Plutarch, in the context of
his polemIc against the Stoics,38 mentions that Chrysippus' statement that there
are over a million conjunctions with ten assertibles was refuted by the scientific
calculation produced among others by Hipparchus, who has shown that the number
was, without negation, 103049, and, with it, 310954. There is no obvious reason
why Hipparchus should have presented his result in such a dual form. He could
have calculated simply the number without negation (which would have been one
natural way of reading Chrysippus) ;39 or, if it is considered essential to allow for
negation as well, we would have expected Hipparchus presenting his result as that
of the second case simpliciter. It is true that the calculation of the second case,
36[Stanley 1997], followed by [Habsieger et al. 1998].
37Notice at this point that the situation with Hipparchus' numbers, and with the Stomachion, is
neatly reversed. For Hipparchus, we have evidence for his numerical conclusions, yet no indication
for his treatise itself apart from a mysterious title recorded in Arabic sources. For the Stomachion,
we have considerable fragments of the treatise, yet no

indicatio~

at all for the results arrived at.

We do not attempt here a reconstruction of Archimedes' calculations. No explicit calculations are
reported there, as these are surprisingly difficult to achieve, even for contemporary mathematicians,
and perhaps belong to mathematics rather than to its history. Further, there is always an element
of uncertainty depending on Archimedes' precise definition of what counts as a separate figure (or,
indeed, of the main figure itself). At any rate, the number seem to be not more than about a
myriad. Since it is natural to assume that Hipparchus, in his calculation, aimed at bigger numbers,
the result seems to indicate an acceptable range. But obviously the actual combinatoric calculation
ought to be pursued.
38The polemical tone is operative in De Stoicorum repugnantiis.

Quaestiones convivales is less

polemical, but it is likely that the fact was alive in Plutarch's mind as an example for Chrysippus'
committing an error, not as an example of combinatoric calculation as such.
39In a recent notice (in [Bodnar and Netz, forthcoming]), Bodnar argues that by adding in the case
with negation, Hipparchus opened himself to the potential charge, by defenders of Chrysippus, that
by some other acceptable arrangements the number obtained could be bigger than a million. This
underlines the fact that Hipparchus' choice to add in the second case was not self-obvious.
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with negation, depends on the calculation of the first case, without it, so in this
sense Hipparchus must have gone through this first calculation anyway. But this is
a specious consideration: in fact, the calculation is essentially recursive and there
are many other steps along the way. And yet, to later readers such as Plutarch
(probably relying on earlier summaries) Hipparchus' work appeared as consisting
not of one chain of calculation leading on to the number refuting Chrysippus, but
as two clearly marked calculations. This is especially striking, given that Plutarch's
own interest is in the higher of the numbers alone.
But then again, the dual structure of Hipparchus' treatise is easily accounted for
by assuming that Archimedes' own combinatoric treatise had, itself, such a dual
structure, which Hipparchus would then implicitly allude to in his own display of
combinatoric skill. And indeed it is likely that Archimedes' treatise had such a
dual structure: either it studies first the number of the solutions with perfect fit,
followed by a study of the solutions with imperfect fit; or that (as suggested above)
it first calculated an upper bound to the number of possible and then moved on
to a second calculation, the exact one. In short, Archimedes has produced one
calculation, providing one number; and then, making his assumptions more difficult
to calculate, has extended the calculation to produce yet another, lesser number.
To sum up, the likely structure of Hipparchus' treatise allows us, first, to show
the possibility of a combinatoric work by Archimedes and, second, to position the
Stomachion, under the present reconstruction, inside a plausible historical sequence.

V

Fitting the Stomachion in Context

The above section discusses the reaction the Stomachion gave rise to in at least
one perceptive reader. But can we make any guesses concerning the origins of
Archimedes' interest or techniques in combinatorics? In a wider perspective, can we
find the intellectual context within which the Stomachion made sense?
It is of course not out of the question that Archimedes had some model to imitate
and work against, just as for Hipparchus himself. We know too little to say anything
on this issue. On the other hand, it would be simplistic to assume that Archimedes
was the first author who attacked combinatorial problems - which, of course, he
was perfectly capable of being. But while nothing can be said about the antecedents
of the Stomachion in terms of past authors and works, something can be suggested
concerning its conceptual antecedents. We do seem to glance, at least, something of
the context which allowed Archimedes to think through a combinatoric problem.
The first context has to do with Archimedes' reliance upon unit-fractions, in the
calculation of the fractions of the parts.
The possibilities of unit-fractions for combinatorics arise as follows. Unit-fractions
were the preferred, perhaps the only way by which Greek authors have treated what
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we call fractions. 4o Thus, for instance, what we think of as 3/4, would for the
Greeks most naturally be (1/2)+(1/4)-a combination of two unit-fractions. Now,
it is a central observation that any fraction can be expressed by combinations of
unit-fractions, in more than one way. For instance, the same fraction above can also
be represented as (1/3)+(1/4)+(1/6). There is a rich structure-not immediately
apparent to surface inspection-to the decomposition of fractions by means of unitfractions. This is a fascinating intellectual field, perhaps not studied as such but
definitely well known: what we may call merologisiics, the calculation with unit{ractions. Greek practitioners of calculation would be intimately familiar with this
rich structure of equivalent expressions-which is how Archimedes would have operated with the results of the calculation of fractions extant in the Arabic fragment.
In other" words, the combinatoric calculation that Archimedes had effected on the
square of the Siomachion would likely have its roots in a practical experience with
a pattern of equivalence. Greek combinatorics could have been inspired, at least in
one important case, by the previous experience of merologistics. 41
Second, and perhaps most meaningful in that it has direct connection to other
works in the Archimedean corpus, is the context of the study of semi-regular solids.
We know from a report in Pappus that Archimedes studied the class of so-called
semi-regular solids-an extension of the well-known five regular solids. 42 It is also
almost certain that Archimedes had a proof that there are precisely 13 such solids
(given certain natural restrictions on their definition); furthermore, the problem is
inherently challenging. The nature of the problem is closely comparable to that
of the Siomachion: one had to consider in general terms some constraints on the
possible combination of angles, and then, within those constraints, to enumerate
the possible cases. Thus, the study of semi-regular solids likely combined geometry
and calculation in more ways. In Pappus' report, the discussion is all organized
around calculating the numbers of faces, sides (now usually called edges) and angles
(now usually called vertices) by setting out certain relations among them and the
number of vertices and sides of the polygonal faces, and it seems likely that the
report represents at least some aspect of Archimedes' treatise. It may be that
Archimedes used such relations to generate, from the characteristics of the vertex,
the number of faces. Whatever was Archimedes' precise route, we find that the
problem of semi-regular solids involved the surveying and exhausting of all possible
geometrical configurations of a certain kind, deeply intertwined with techniques of
the art of calculation and (possibly) indeterminate integer analysis. In other words,
the mathematical structure of the Siomachion was not unique in the Archimedean
corpus.
40See e.g. [Knorr 1982], [Fowler 1999] and [Vitrac 1992].
41 Details
42

will be provided in a separate study.

Collectio mathematica V.34-36. pp. 352-358 (Hultsch).
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The mention of indeterminate integer analysis is interesting, in that it allows us to
make a further connection: it immediately reminds us of another neglected treatise
by Archimedes, the Problema bovinum. This surprising work sets out to calculate
the number of the cattle of Helios, so that they satisfy seven equalities such as,
e.g., that the number of white cows is equal to one-third the number of dappled
Bulls and one-fourth the number of dappled cows. (Notice, again, the tight nexus
of calculation and unit-fractions: all seven equalities involve unit-fractions alone).
But interest in calculation in Archimedes does not stop here: the Arenarius, of
course, sets out to do just that-calculate. In particular, it calculates the number of grains of sand to fill the universe-a study that therefore involves question
of applied geometry as well as some difficult techniques of calculation. And then
some more connections can be made: Apollonius-we learn from a report in Pappus'
Collectio, Book 2-wrote a kind of response to Archimedes' Arenarius, providing a
technique for calculating the multiplication of the letters (taken as numerals) composing a hexameter line; and what about Eratosthenes' Sieve, known to us through
Nicomachus' Introductio arithmetica L13? This too must have used a practical calculation for the finding of all prime numbers smaller than a given number. Let us
then consider together this entire family, consisting of four works by Archimedes,
(i) Stomachion, (ii) Semi-Regular Solids, (iii) Problema bovinum and (iv) Arenarius;43 and of three works by other Hellenistic mathematicians (all influenced by
Archimedes?): (v) Eratosthenes' Sieve, (vi) Apollonius' Hexameter-counting and
(vii) Hipparchus' Numbers.
Four dimensions to the family-resemblance of this group can be identified .
• All these works involve the bounding of huge and/or fuzzy objects that therefore might seem to avoid finite number. The interest is always dual: on the
one tand, there is the fascination of producing a huge, seemingly unmanageable structure; on the other hand, there is the fascination of managing the
structure .
• All of them could well share in a sense of variety for its own sake, a certain
fascination with knowledge as play: this is of course obvious in the Stomachion,
the Problema bovinum and the Arenarius; the pleasant variety of mathematical techniques required would have to be characteristic of the Semi-Regular
Solids as well. Nothing is known of the texture of writing of Hipparchus himself; the little we see from Apollonius suggests a similar sense of the treatise as
jeu d'esprit, and perhaps something of the same playful spirit can be glimpsed
through the only element we have surviving from Eratosthenes' original treatment: namely, his use of homely metaphor for title!
43 Archimedes

refers in the Arenarius to a predecessor of the same work, To (Against?) Zeuxippus:

we know nothing of this work which however, one suspects, would have belonged to the same family.
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In nearly all we can see a certain move outside the field of pure mathematics,
in two directions: towards the applied mathematics of calculation, as well as
towards other, non-mathematical cultural forms (that are often seen to ground
the entire treatise). The role of applied calculation in all those treatises is
by now obvious; the relationship to wider cultural forms is seen in the game
of the Stomachion, probably the Platonic connection of semi-regular solids
(stressed by Pappus in his report), the myth and poetry of the Cattle of Helios
and the poetic trope underlying the Arenarius; then, obviously, the dialectic background informing Hipparchus' study, the hexameter informing that of
Apollonius.
Finally, a decisive feature shared by all these works: they were all, more or
less, sidelined by later transmission. Even the one that comes closest to full
survival from antiquity-the A renarius-is after all preserved through a single
Byzantine manuscript, the lost Codex A. In this codex, it was the only work to
have its diagrams missing: the late ancient compilers of the collection of works
by Archimedes, serving as model for the Byzantine Codex A, could find no
copy of the Arenarius with the diagrams preserved: it was a rare work indeed,
in late antiquity. But even so, this is the best preserved work of the works in
our group. The Semi-Regular Solids as well as Apollonius' Hexameter-counting
are known through reports in Pappus alone; the Problema bovinum survives
in a manuscript tradition independent from that of Archimedes; Hipparchus'
N umbers are known only through chance references by Plutarch; Eratosthenes'
Sieve survives merely to the extent that Nicomachus chose to incorporate it into
his general survey of arithmetic. Of course, many works in antiquity are known
through such aleatory survival: but to see this pattern of loss across an entire
group of works gives one pause. It appears that a genre flourished briefly-only
to become obsolete and neglected not long after.

Hellenistic culture gave rise to a certain scientific genre marked by a remarkable
combination: infinite ambition, playfulness, boundary-breaking. Interest in this
combination did not survive later in antiquity.
Notice how puzzling the loss is-at least for the Stomachion itself. The game
to which Archimedes refers did not become obsolete; the work itself was extant as
late as the thirteenth century. Why did no one ever quote its main results? More
difficult further: some late author, extant in the Arabic fragment, went to the trouble
of excerpting the Stomachion-leaving out its main result and concentrating on the
calculation of the fractions of the parts alone!44 It is true that some trace of the
sense of the great variability inherent in the Stomachion is alive in the wider cultural
44Most probably this excerptor worked in Late Antiquity: it is less likely that a complete text of
the Stomachion existed in Arabic, for then we would have been likely to hear much more of that.
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tradition surrounding it. This is the gist of the topos recurring in Ausonius, Ccesius
Bassus and Asmonius; yet these authors seem to have in mind primarily not the
example of forming the square, but the example of forming many fantastic figures.
In all likelihood, then, they are no longer familiar with anything like Archimedes'
treatise, and so, to bring forward the idea of variability, the many forms other
than the square are a more natural example than the many possible subdivisions
of the square itself. This however is in a sense missing an opportunity for noting a
truly striking comparison. Ausonius, for instance, is engaged in writing a cento reworking bits and pieces out of Virgil so that fit within his own metrical lines. The
sense that many different pieces of languages can be fitted together within a single
prosodic template can very neatly be conveyed by an analogy not with the many
fantastic figures-soldiers and elephants-but with the square itself. (It is not free
verse Ausonius is producing!).
What we see, then, is that many of Archimedes' ancient readers did not bother
to preserve or comment upon his combinatoric results. Among at least one of those
who did read the Stomach ion, the interest was focused purely on a single interim
result, in itself representing no significant mathematical achievement.
Archimedes' work was valued-not as a piece of calculation, however, but as a
piece of geometry. The proposition taken out of the Stomachion involved construction and measurement; the measurement was then represented in the geometrically
significant terms of a rational ratio. In other words, we see that later readers had
preferred geometry to calculation, so much so that they let their interest in geometry
obscure some striking results of calculation available in their sources. It has been
argued elsewhere that such a pattern is natural [Bodnar and Netz, forthcoming].
To briefly recapitulate the argument: Start by observing the fundamental-emphasis on authoritative demonstration as the goal of a mathematical treatise. Now a
calculation, however ingeniously conducted, can never display the authoritative persuasion available to qualitative geometrical arguments. There is an essential element
of the empirical and piecemeal in any act of calculation. To the pedagogic schemes
of later antiquity-where mathematics was the realm of Plato's models of abstract
argument-the intellectual games of calculation made by Hellenistic mathematicians
were of lesser interest. And so Greek readers often read, and valued, even works
of calculation, through the prism of pure geometry. The curious r~sult is that such
misleading readings made by past authors have, in the case of the Stomachion, lead
to its being misunderstood by its modern editor, as welL
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Appendix A: a Transcription of the Palimpsest
Fragment of the Stomachion
What follows is a transcription; corrections are therefore recorded in the apparatus.
Within angular brakets ( ) are restorations of invisible portions of the text; ( ) enclose
words written as compendia. Breathings, accents and punctuation are added. We
print the iota adscriptum, as in the manuscript. The figure is a faithful reproduction
of the one in the manuscript.
H:416

APXIMH~OYI;

I;TOMA
..... ON
Tou AEYO!le:vou a1"0!lClXLOU TCOlXLAClV EXOV1"Oe; 1"a E~ (;;v auve:a1"ClXE
aXY)!la1"wv !lE1"Cl8e:aEWe; 8EWpLClV
eXVClYXCltOV ~yY)aa!ly)v TCpchov 1"OU
GAOY a (X~!lCl1"O) <; !lEye:Q (oue; 8EW)-

177r. col. 2

5

2 ante ON 6-8 literae legi nequeunt. 4 1"a] lege 1"av; 1"av 1"ae; Heiberg.
6 TCpa1"OV 1"ou] fortasse TCpa1"OV 1"OU 1"ou.

H:416,10

PWV Ex8e:a8Clt (E)Ye; 1"(E El. OtCltPEhClt)
EXCla1"OV 1"E Clt)1"WV 1"LVt (Ea1"Lv !lE1"pOU)!lEVOV, En OE XClL TCOtClt YWVLClt auVOOOtO ACl!l~ClV0!lEvClt XClL (XCl)80<;. ElPY)1"Clt (TCpOe;) 1"0 1"ae; EVClp!l0ane;
1"WV E~ C(\~)1"WV YEVVW!le:vwv axCl!la1"wv ytyvwaxEa8Clt, EhE ETC' EU8EtCle; (daLv) Clt YEVVW!lEVClt EV 1"Ote;
axa!lClat TCAEUPClL, E'L1"E (XClL) !ltXpWe;
ALTCoUaClt 1"at 8EWPlClt AClv8avouatv' 1"a yap 1"OlClU1"Cl cptA01"EXVCl'

172v. col. 2

5

10
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xcxL SClV SAaXta-rov [lE:V AL1'Cy)-rCXt, -rch
OE: 6swpLcH Acxv6avYJ, ou TmpCl -rou-r' Ea-rtV EX~AYJ-rCX EX aUvta-rcx-rcxt.
''Eau [lE:V oOv E~ cxu-rWV oux oALywv

aX~lla-r( wv) 15

1 -r(s EX OtCXtPSL-rCH)] Heiberg; nobis non legitur.
2-3 (sa-rlv
[ls-rpou) llsvov] Ea-rLv obLo~9Y[lS:Yov Heiberg. 3-4 auvooOLo] fortasse
auvoOOte;; allvouo Heiberg. 4-5 (xcx)60<;] fortasse XCX6E-rOt aut auv6E-rOL;
(... )6a<; Heiberg. 15 oALywv] lege OAtyOV.
nA~60e;,

H:416,20

H:418

OtCl -ro S<LAS:Y ~(noe; dvcx~
de; E-rSpOV -ronou -rou 'Laou xcxl LaoywvLou axa[lcx-roe; [ls-rCXU6S[lEV( ou)
xcxL E-rSpcrv 6Eatv Acx[l~avov-roe;, (E
u) OE: xcxL OUO aX~[lcx-rcx auvallcpw
Evl aX~[lcxu 'Lawv ov-rwv xcxL 0llolwv -rw EVL aX~llcxu ~ xcxL OUO axcxlla-rwv auvallcpw 'laU)v -rs xcxL 0llOtu)v ov-rU)v ouaL aX~[lcxat auvallcpw,
nAdovcx aX~llcx-rcx auvta-rcx-rcxt sx-roe; [ls-rcx6EasU)e;: npoypcxcpo[lsvov oOv n 6swpYJ[lcx de; cxu-ro auv-rSLvov. "Ea-rw YClP ncxpcxAAYJAoYPcrll[lov op60ywvtov -ro. zr xcxL OE: ot~X6U)
~ EZ -rw K xcxL Ensu~sux6wacxv
&no -rwv rE CXl. fK BE· OStX-rEOV [ld~U)v (Ea-rLv) ~ rB -r~e; BH. Sx~s~A~a6wacxv crl. rK BZ xcrL aU[lnm-rE-rwacxv XCX-rCl -ro L}. xcxL sns~sux6w

177v. col. 1

5

10

15

1 sb\s:y ~y-roe;] fortasse sLAdv CXU-rCl. 2 -ronou] lege -ronov. 5 aX~llcx-rcx]
lege aXY)[la-rU)v. 7 -rw E:VL aX~[lcxu] fortasse delendum. 10-11 sx-roe;]
EX -r~e; Heiberg. 11-12 npoypcrcp0[lsvov] npoypacpo[lsv Heiberg. 14 OE:
ot~X6U)] requiritur OLxcx -rs-rll~a6U).
H:418,10

~

rz. snd'LaYJ sO"-rLv ~ EK -r~ KZ, 'LaYJ (sa-rLv)
172r. col. 1
xcxL ~ fE' -rou-r( Eauv) ~ BZ' -r~t ZL}., wa-rs
lld~wv ~ rz -r~e; ZL}.· xcxL yU)VtCX apcx
~ uno -rwv ZL}.f -r~e; uno -rwv zr L}.
lld~U)v (sa-rLv). 'LaCXt OE (datv) crl. uno HBL}. BfZ' 5
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~[lLo"ELa

yap ope~<; Exa-dpa' [ld(wv apa xaL ~ uno 1"WV fHB· ~ (yap)
.. uno fHB rO"Y) (Eo"1"L) OuO"I. 1"al<; EV1"O<; (xal.)
cXnEVaV1"LOV 1"al<; uno HB~ H~B'
1"~<; uno 1"WV HfB' WO"1"E [ld~wv
(Eo"1"I.V) ~ fB 1"~<; BH. EaV (apa) OLXa 1"[lY)e~ ~ fH Xa1"a X, EO"1"aL cX[l~AELa [lE( V)
~ uno fXB' EnEL yap 'to"Y) ~ fX 1"~ XH,
xaL XOLV~ ~ XB, 060 oucrLV'tO"aL" xal.
~eXo"L<; ~ fB 1"~<; BH [ld~wv' xaL

10

15

1 ~ fZ. b:d rO"Y)] Heiberg; nobis non legitur. 7-9 ~ (yap) - H~B]
interpolatori tribuit Heiberg. 13-177v. col. 2,2 End yap - fXB]
interpolatori tribuit Heiberg.
H:418,20

~ ywvLa apa 1"~<; ywvta<; [ld~w(v).

177v. col. 2

(Eo"1"I.V) cX[l~AsLa [lEv (apa) ~ uno fXB' o~sLa
OE ~ ECPE~ ~<;. ~[lto"ELa OE ope~<; ~
uno fBH, lO"(OYWVLOU) unoxEL[lEvou 1"06 napaAAY)AoypeX[l[lou' o~da OE ~ uno BXH );<al. ~'H 9yoE 'lO"aL a!.
AOmal. fBH xal. O"uvtO"1"a1"aL xal.

5

OLaLpEl1"aL 1"061"0 EnOV1"(L) bL~P'~~

r

~q1~ (X)W(pHOLOV omAacrL6nAEupov (op)H:420

eoywvLOv .npa.O"E 1"9 AJ? omAeX
O"Lav EXOV1"a 1"~V fA 1"~<; fB oLeX
[lE1"pOV EXOV EXOV 1"0 n~xo<; [l~ .A .

..... .C!e

10

a

4 Lo"( OYWVLOU)] 19919 yC!P. ~q1~ Y Heiberg. 12 EXOV] fortasse EXOV 1"~V
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AB. 13 ante q.8 6-8 literae legi nequeunt. post q.8 aliquot verba legi
nequeunt.
1C01"CCL ..At. q.(?t-!0v L. ••
H:420,5

H:420,10

1" .. oUVcta8CH aptl6~EtV we; Eu8d( (wv))
1"WV 1"otlwv Exoygwv 1"cl~tv. xcti 1"E1"tl~0'8w ~ r A OLXct xct1"a 1"0 E, xcti
oLa 1"oG E 1"~t Br 1CctpclAA1)Aoe; ~X8w
~ EZ. (Eanv) oOv 1"E1"pclYWVct 1"a rz ZA.
~X8wO'ctv OtcltlE1"pOL ctl. r.6. BE (E).6.
xcti 1"E1"tl~a8wO'ctv OLXct ctl. rH E.6.
xct1"a 1"a ex xcti E1CE~EUX8wO'ctv
ctl. Be XZ, xcti Ola 1"WV (X) K 1"~ B.6. 1CctpclAAY)AOl ~X8wO'ctV ctl. Kl). (X)S. Ola
1"0 1CpoxdtlEVOV (&pct) 8EWPY)tlct 1"oG
Bre 1"ptywvou ~ (1CpOe;) 1"Wl e ywvLct
atl~AElct, ~ OE: AOl1C~ O~Elct (cpct)vEp6v. cpctVEpOV 9~ (9'n) (tl)d(~( wv)) Ea1"iv

172r. col. 2

5

10

15

Appendix B: English Translation of the Palimpsest
Fragment of the Stomachion
As the so-called Stomachion has a variegated theoria of the transposition of the
figures from which it is set up, I deemed it necessary: first, to set out in my investigation of the magnitude of the whole figure each of the <figures> to which it
is divided, by which <number> it is measured; and further also, which are <the>
angles, taken by combinations and added together; <all of the above> said for the
sake of finding out the fitting-together of the arising figur<:s, whether the resulting
sides in the figures are on a line or whether they are slightly short of that <but
so as to be> unnoticed by sight. For such considerations as these are intellectually
challenging; and, if it is a little short of <being on a line> while being unnoticed by
vision, the <figures> that are composed are not for that reason to be rejected.
So then, there is not a small multitude of figures made of them, because of it being
possible to rotate them (?) into another place of an equal and equiangular figure,
transposed to hold another position; and again also with two figures, taken together,
being equal and similar to a single figure, and two figures taken together being equal
and similar to two figures taken together - <then>, out of the transposition, many
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figures are put together. So then, we write first a small theorem pointing to this
<end>.
For let there be a right-angled parallelogram Zf and let EZ be bisected by the
<point> K and let fK, BE be joined from f, E; <it is> to be proved <that> fB
is greater than BH.
f

E

Let fK, BZ be produced and meet at ..6.., and let fZ be joined. Since EK is
equal to KZ and fE, that is BZ, to Z..6.., so that fZ is greater than Z..6..: therefore
<the> angle, too, <contained> by Z.6.f is greater than the <angle contained> by
Zf..6... But the <angles contained> by HB..6.., BfZ are equal; for either is half a
right <angle>: therefore the <angle contained> by fHB is greater, too-for the
<angle contained> by fHB is equal to the interior and opposite <angles contained>
by HB..6.., H..6..B-than the <angle contained> by HfB: so that fB is greater than
BH. Therefore if fH is bisected at X, the <angle contained> by fXB shall be
obtuse; for, since fX is equal to XH, and XB is common, the two are equal to the
two; and the base fB is greater than BH: therefore the angle, too, is greater than
the angle. Therefore the <angle contained> by fXB is obtuse; and the adjacent
<angle> is acute. And the <angle contained> by fBH <is> half a right <angle>
the parallelogram being set <as> equiangular; and the <angle contained> by BXH
is acute; and again, neither are the remaining <sides? angles?> fBH equal and this
is set up and divided by the attached part <scilicet by this arrangement only?>.
. .. made (?) a right-angled, double sided. .. ... ,AB, having fA double of
fB, having the diameter <AB>, having the thickness (?) not (?) ...
on this ? .. fitting-together? ..
. . . (it is/it is not) possible to fit together along lines, with the sections having an
order. 45
45The diagram (next page) is a reconstruction and is not contained in the palimpsest as extant.
The letters in square brackets are not univocally determined by the text. Two dotted lines are
alternative positions of line KA.
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A

....................(?J

B

Z

And let r A be bisected at E, and let EZ be drawn through E parallel to Br.
So rz, ZA are squares. Let diameters be drawn r.6., BE, E.6., and let rH, E.6. be
bisected at e, X and let Be, XZ be joined, and let KA, X3 be drawn through X, K,
parallel to B.6.. Therefore through the set-out theorem the angle at e of the triangle
Bre is obtuse, whereas it is obvious that the remainder is acute. It is obvious that
??? is greater ...

Appendix C: Digitally Enhanced Images of the
Palimpsest
In the following two plates we reproduce the images of the palimpsest based on
the photoe in ordinary strobe and ultraviolet light, enhanced by digital processing.
The line- and column- numbers are added in margins. The images are taken by the
Rochester Institute of Technology and the Johns Hopkins University. The copyright
belongs to the owner of the Archimedes Palimpsest.
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